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Only You Can Prevent Cybertheft 

Like Colonial Pipeline, you are a

target. Protect yourself from phishing

attacks and other efforts to wreak

digital or financial havoc by

implementing these recommendations on Abacus's Identity

and Digital Protection checklist. For our business owners,

we recommend this quick primer about phishing techniques

to better understand how to protect your business data. 

Regrets Around the World 

Are you curious about what most

people regret as they reflect on life

decisions? Take a look at the World

Regret Survey, where you can also

share your regrets anonmously and

browse different countries or states to hear other

voices. Daniel Pink is collecting regrets for his new book.

We think you will find the experience interesting and

meaningful. 

From Afghanistan to Abacus 

Please join us in welcoming

Stephen Maggard to Abacus.

Stephen joins us after serving in

the US Army for seven years,

including time in Afghanistan.

Stephen is a natural leader and

brings many talents to our organization including a

servant's heart, a keen intellect, and a background in

logistics (which translates more readily to a financial

planning firm than one might imagine). Stephen and his

wife Katie are originally from Sumter, SC, and have four

young children who bring great energy to the firm. 

Your Financial Bodyguard

Abacus was founded on the

principle of putting our clients'

interests first. Twenty-three

years later, only 5 to 10 percent

of all advisors put into writing

that they will: act as a loyal

fiduciary at all times, avoid

conflicts if at all possible, only accept compensation from

clients, and disclose and explain the fees you pay. Abacus

is proud to be a Real Fiduciary Advisor ™. Our own Anne

Marie Ashworth is a national spokeswoman for the

Institute for the Fiduciary Standard and what these

standards means for the consumer. 

Athena's Corner: Inflation? A

Contrarian's Perspective  

As the nightly news flashes red on

inflation, respected economist Lacy

Hunt sees signs pointing to a short-

lived recovery and possible

disinflation. Vance Crowe probes

Dr. Hunt's contrarian view for

global recovery and inflation on the Vance Crowe

Podcast.  
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